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Hokanson and his colleagues {13bl, 19b2a, 19b2b,

1963, 1966) were among the few investigators that looked

into the physiology of catharsis. This paper is essen-

tially a replication of Hokanson' s major findings as well

as an extension of his work. Hokanson and his colleagues

found that experimentally produced frustration consist-

ently resulted in increased physiological arousal. . vVhile

several indices were tested, sysxolic blood pressure v/as

found to be the most reliable indicator of this arousal.

In addition, they found tliat the direct physical and verbal

expression of aggression towards the frustrator consist-

ently resulted in a return of systolic elevations to pre-

frustration levels. Aggression following frustration v/as

found to be tension-i'educing. Those individuals who were

frustrated aaad not allowed to aggress were found to main-

tain their systolic elevations.
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This paper investigated three responses to frustra-

tion: (1) countoraggression against a frustrator; (2) hav-

ing no opportunity to aggress following frustration; (3)

the discussion of frustration. The efficacy of these re-

sponses in reducing tension was studied. Following this,

the overall effect of these three responses to frustration

upon subsequent aggressiveness was determined. It was pre-

dicted that counteraggression and discussion of frustration

will be found to be equally effective in reducing frustra-

tion-ioroduced tensions. However, it was hypothesized that

the counteraggression will result in an increase in subse-

quent aggressiveness, v/hile the discussion will be followed

by no change in aggressiveness.

Seventy-two male college age siibjects were randomly

assigned to tv/o separate three factor designs. Three inde-

pendent variables were employed: (1) Frustration vs. no frus-

tration; (2) Three responses to frustration—counteraggres-

sion, no aggression, and discussion of frustration; and (3)

Repeated measures of (a) systolic blood pressure taken before

and after frustration and after the response to frustration,

and (b) aggression scores taken before and after the experi-

mental procedures. The systolic blood pressure readings and

the aggression scores served as the primary dependent var-

iables. Essentially the same procedure employed by rJoksmson

was used in this study, with the addition of the discussion

condition and the pre- and post-measures of aggression.

Vlll



Two three factor analyses of variance v/ere carried

out after which several post hoc comparisons were made on

certain pairv/ise cell means. The results obtained supported

all the hypotheses, h'okanson's major findings were repli-

cated. In addition, the discussion of frustration was found

to be as effective as counteraggression :n reducing frustra-

tion-produced tensions. Insofar as subsequent aggressive-

ness was concerned, counteraggression was found to increase

it, while the discussion of frustration produced no change

in it. The discussion of frustration appears to be an ef-

ficient mechanism for handling frustration. Several alter-

native hypotheses and limitations of the study were offered

which supply a direction for future research in this area.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The chief aim of this study is to investigate the

effects that certain responses to frustration have upon eu1>-

sequent aggression. The paper focuses on locating an effec-

tive method for decreasing the potential for aggression.

Vv'hen Dollard, Doob, filler, I.iov/rer and Sears (1939) in their

classic book, Frustration and Aggression, re-examjjned the

Freudian notion of catharsis, they paved the way for an abun-

dance of research in this area. According to the catharsis

hypoxhesis postulated by them, Dollard and his colleagues

(1939, p. 50) insist that the expression of aggression re-

sults in at least a momentary reduction of subsequent aggres-

sion. Aggression was viewed as an appropriate response to

frustration. It was said to relieve frrustration as well as

to produce a reduction in subseqiient aggression. Many stud-

ies support this hypothesis (Thibaut, 1950; Thibaut & Coulcs,

1952; .Vorchel, 1957; Pep itone k Reichling, 1955; Peshbach,

1955, 1961, 1965; Rosenbaum f. deCharms, I960). However,

still other studies refute the hypothesis that subsequent

aggression is reduced (henny, 1953; Siegel, 1956; LQvaas,

196J ; LIussen i: Rutherford, 1961; Eaudura & Huston, 1961;

BcsnduJ^a, Ross, & Ross, 1963). lu fact, the latter sxudies



shov/ consistexitly that siibsequent af.gressiou is increased

rather than reduced following aggressive hehavior.

Until researchers began to look into the physiology

of catharsis (kahn, I960; Kokanson, 1961; Ealzer, 1967, 1969;

Gambaro & Rabjjn, ].969), a stalemate existed with catharsis

research. Dui'ing recent yeaxs, Kokanson and his colleagues

have perfoz^med a series of studies investigating the nature

of the cathartic effect. A review of these studies will

follow, but for the moment a coimnent will be made concern-

ing their findings. Hokanson and his colleagaes found that

experimentally produced frustration consistently resulted

in increased phj-'siological arousal. vVhile several indices

v/ere tested, systolic blood pressure was found to be the

most reliable indicator of this arousal. In addition, they

found that the direct physical aiid verbaJ. expression of

aggression toward the frustrator consistently resulted in

a return of the systolic elevations to pre-frustration or

base level. •AggTession following frustration was found to

be tension-reducingTj Those individuals who were frustrated

and not allowed to aggress were found to maintain their

systolic elevations.

The contribution that Kokanson 's work makes to ca-

tharsis research is that it permits us to predict a physio-

logical effect that can be measured following certain frus-

tration-aggi'ession sequences. The tension-r'eduction aspect

of counteraggression against a frustrator has certainly



found support in Hokanson's investir;ations. riowever, whether

or not (1) there exists a non-ag£,ressive method for dealjjng

with frustration that is equally tension-reducing; and (2)

whether or not £u"bsequent aggression is actually decreased

or increased as a result of this tension-reduction remains

to be investigated. These are the areas of exploration for

this dissertation.

Considering the overall effect of tension-reduction

upon subsequent aggi'-ession, traditional catharsis researchers

would predict a decrease in subsequent aggression. They

would hypothesize that following frustration and counter-

aggression, aggressive energy is drained, drive is reduced,

and aggressive behavior decreases. Hov/ever, a more parsimo-

nious predictj.on, based on learning tlieoi^y, would be thax

following the frustration-aggression sequence, subsequent

aggression increases. Considering the reinforcement value

of tension-reduction, the probability is high tliat aggression

will increase. This is one of the hypotheses "co be tested

in this paper. If support can be obtained for an increase

in aggression following tension-reduction from frustratioii

ard couxt-teraggression, it can have provocative raraifica,tions

for- dealJXLg with frustration. The Piypothesis suggests that

if one is encouraged to I'esjjonci to fi'ustration by verbal or

physical, aggression, one becomes inore aggressive subsequently.

Ln order to reduce the potential fox- subsequent aggression,

then, a non-aggressive method for dealing with frustration



may have to bs employed. From clinical observation, it is

known that the simple clarification and expression of feel-

ings often bring relief from emotional tensions. Cliuical

experience, therefore, suggests that the discussion of frus-

tration nay be an effective non-aggressive response to frus-

tration.

This paper investigates three responses to frustra.-

tion: (1) coixnteraggression against a frustrator; (2) hav-

ing no opportunity to aggress following frustration; (3)

discussion of the frustration. The efficacy of these re-

sponses in reducing tension will be studied. Following

this, the overall effect of these three responses to frus-

tration upon subsequent aggressiveness v/ill be determined.

It is predicted that count eraggression and discussion of

frustration will bs found to be equally effective in reduc-

ing frustration-produced tensions. However, it is predicted

that the counteraggression will result in an increase in

subsequent aggi'essiveness while the discussion v/ill be fol-

lowed by no change in aggressiveness.

Review of Literature

Hokan son ' 8 work . Hokaiison (1961) studied the ef-

fects that (a) level of frustration, and (b) anxiety over

punishment had on overt aggression. His study provided a

more direct test of some of the classical frustration cUid

aggression hypoi;h.eses as they applied to overt, physical

aggression. Typically, "OA^-ert" aggression in catharsis



research v/as mcaEiured by meatus of questionnaires, ratings,

interviews concerning the feelings of unfriendliness toward

the frustrator, and a number of other indices representing

displaced aggi^ession, e.g., doll play and TAT content. Such

questionna.irec and ratings are vulnerable to the subiect's

conscious control over his responses in a socially desirable

direction. Furthermore, unfa.vorable ratings of the experi-

menter, or aggressive TAT content, m.ay express merely nega-

tive evaluations of the frustrator, and not "aggression" in

the strict sense required by the specification (Dollard

et al., 1939) that the goal response of the instigation to

aggression involves inflicting injury to an organism.

Kokanson attempted to overcome these difficulties by using

the application of direct, physical pain to the frustrator

(electric shocks) as measures of aggression. Furthermore,

his equipment enabled him to look at the aggressive response

along three dimensions: number, duration, and pressure of

shocks.

Hokanson's (1961) study employed an orthogonal design,

using 80 undergraduate males, varying (a) test liostility;

(b) level of expei^imental frustre.tion; and (c) level of

'retaliatory anxiety. The test hostility v/as determined

by the subjects' responses to Siegel's (19^6) I.ianifest Hos-

tility Scale and to three TAT protocols which were scored

for hostile content. Basically, subjects who consistently

scorcd above the median on these measures v/ere assigned to



the High test hostility group, while those v/ho scored belov/

were assigned to the Low test hostility group. The frustra-

tion laejiipulation was established by asking the subjects to

count backwards from 100 to 1 by three's as quickly as pos-

sible. Subjects assigned to the High frustration condition

were then exposed to repeated interruptions, insults, and

sarcastic remarks by the experimenter. In the Low frustration

condition, the experimenter omitted these remarks and allowed

the subjects to reach zero. The retaliatory anxiety variable

was manipulated by leading half of the subjects to believe

that the experimenter had the potential for inflicting pliys-

ical pain to them via electric shocks if they did not co-

operate fully during the experiment. Following these experi-

mental manipulations, the subjects were given a number of

socially sanctioned opportunities to aggress against the ex-

perimenter by administering electric shocks to him. The sub-

jects' behavior with respect to the plunger activating the

shock was analyzed along three dimensions: number of shocks,

average duration per shock, and the mean pressure exerted.

In addition to all these data, Kokanson included in his study

several physiological measures. He reported on systolic

blood pressure readings recorded at several critical points

during the experiment: (1) after an adaptation period; (2)

after the anxiety manipulation; (3) after frustration; (4)

during aggression, and (5) after aggression. He beJ.ieved

that changes ix\ systolic blood pressure between any



of these levels might provide informative correlates of

aggresi'.ive behavior.

Among his major findings were: (a) that both the

number of sb.ocks sjid the pressure were foimd to be equally

sensitive indicators of frustration-produced instigation to

overt aggression; (b) that the High frustration condition

served to increase the instigation to aggression; (c) that

the High retaliatory anxiety condition served to increase

the instigation to aggression; (d) that among combinations

of High frustration and High retaliatory anxiety conditions,

a sif^.ificant negative correlation was found between systolic

elevations (during frustration) and the increase in the in-

stigation to agg-ression; and, finally, (e) that a negative

correlation existed between vigor of aggression following

frustration and post-a.ggression elevation in systolic blood

pressure. The more aggressive the subjects were, the less

elevated their blood pressui'e following xhe expression of

aggression. This last finding interested Hokanson, snd he

explored this ares, further in the following studies.

Later, Hokanson and Shetler (1961) a.ttempted to test

directly the hypothesis that the expression of aggi'ession,

after a frustration, produces greater reduction in physio-

logical arousal- (systolic elevations) than having no oppor-

tunity to aggress. Hokanson believed that this was a more

fe8,sib].e question to test thaii the traditional question

emanating from the catharsis hypothesis as to whether or not



the expression of aggression leads to a reduction in aggres-

sive behavior. The central problem in the study of this

catharsis question has been the inability of ijivestigators

(Berkov-itz, 195S) to ''demonstrate clearly that the decrease

in [post-aggression] hostile behaviuor is due to dr-ive reduc-

tion and not to response inhibition [p. 274] •" Hokanson

and Shetler addressed themselves to the first step of deter-

mining whether or not tension-reduction occurred. In their

study, they also varied the status of the frustrator to

assess any effects this may have upon tension-reduction.

Fifty-six undergraduate males were exposed to either

high vs. low frustration, by a high or low status experimenter

with a subsequent opportunity vs. no opportujiity to aggress

ph^/sically (via electric shocks) towards the frustrator.

Systolic blood pressure was measured before and after the

frustration manipulation., and after the expression of aggres-

sion. The frustration manipulation was performed in exactly

the same W8,y as in the precedjjig study. Subjects were asked

to co^ont backwards from 100 to 1 by three's and differential

treatment was given to high aiid low frustrated groups. Im-

mediately following the frustration manipulation, half of

the subjects were given an opportunity to aggress physically

aga.ij.ist the frustrator by administering shock to him. This

situation was structured by telling the subject that the

task jjivolved an intcrx)ersonal guessing game. The subject

v/as to think of a number between one and ten and the exper-

imenter was to guess the number. If the experimenter guessed



incorrectly, the cubject was to signal this error by admin-

istering shock to him. The experimenter was purported to

be studying the effect of pain upon subsequent guessing.

Subjects in the no opportunity to aggress condition went

through the sarae procedure except that they signalled errors

to the experimenter by flashing an electric light rather

than using shock.

Among their findings were: (a) frustration led to

significally greater systolic increases than the Low frus-

tration control condition with both High and Low status

experimenter; (b) subjects frustrated by the Low status

experimenter and given an opportunity to aggress against

him manifested a return of blood pressure to pre-frustration

levels which was not significantly different from that of

non- frustrated subjects; whereas, (c) subjects frustrated

by the Low status experimenter and given no opportunity to

aggress against him manifested significantly greater systolic

elevations at the conclusion of the experiment than either

the frustrated-opportunity to aggress subjects or the Low

frustrated subjects; (d) subjects frustrated by the High

status exper'iraenter manifested a return of blood pressure

to pre-frustration levels which was not significantly dif-

ferent from those of ncn-frustrated subjects in both the

opportunity to aggress and the no opportunity to aggress

conditions. The authors discuss their results as offering

support for the hypothesis that under certain conditions

overt aggression has tension-reducing qualities.
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In extending tlic work in this area, Kokanson and

EurgesEi (1962a) systernaticEilly investigated the type of ag-

gression. Systolic blood pressi;.re and heart rate were meas-

ured before and after frustration and after each of three

aggression conditions: physical, verbal, and fantasy.

There was a no aggr-ession control and a no frustration con-

trol. Eighty college age subjects were introduced to the

experiment as one involving physiological responses to per-

formajice on intellectual tasks. To aid in establishing this

deception, subjects were administered the Picture Completion

subtest of the V/AIS following an initial 8-minute adaptation

period. During the second task, the frustration conditions

were introduced. The counting teclnique, employed in the

previous studies, was used again. Iminediately following the

frustration procedures, the aggnession phase of the experi-

ment took place. The 20 subjects in the Physical Aggnession

condition were instructed along the same lines as tJie pre-

vious study. They were informed that the task involvecS en

interpersonal guessing problem. Electric shock was to be

administered to the experimenter if he guessed incorrectl;^'

.

The 20 subjecth3 in the Ko Aggression condition went through

exa.ctly the S3,me procedure but with the exception that a

light and not shock signalled the incorrect guesses to the

experimenter. The Verbal Aggression condition consisted of

having the subject fill out a brief questionnaire evaluating

the experimenter's capa.bilities as an experimenter, in t}ie

experimenter's presence. Finally, the 20 subjects in the
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Pantasy Ac£7"csDion condition were asked to create a story

to Car'd SK.i of the TAT. Heart rate was measured continuously^

and systolic blood pressure at about 2-rninute intervals over

the entii'C procedure, with the critical measu-rements being

before and after frustration and immediately after the oppor-

timity to aggress.

Their results indicated: (a) that frustrated sub-

jects who were given an opportunity to physically or ver-

bally aggxess against the frustrator manifested returns on

both physiological measures to the levels of the Low frus-

tration control subjects; (b) that frustrated subjects in

the Pantasy and No Aggression conditions exhibited signif-

icantly eleva.ted systolic pressures and heart rates at the

post-aggression recording of these measures. The results

v/ere discussed by the researchers as offering support for

the hypothesis that the expression of Physical or Verbal

Agg'ression towards a. frustrator tends to reduce general,

physical arousal. They caaitioned against concluding that

their findings reflect a reduction in aggressive drive.

They on] y found a reduc'ion of tension aj3.d did noi. measure

the cj'fect this had upon subsequent aggression.

Hokanson and Burgess (1962b) investigated the frus-

ti'ation ajid status variables. Eighty-four college age sub-

jects of both sexes were placed in one of three frustration

conditions: ego threat, blocked goal, or no frustration.

They were subsequently given eitlier an opjportunity to
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verbally aggress (via a questionnaire") or no opportunity to

aggress against the frustrator. A third orthogonal variable

investigated v/as the status of the frustralor, with half of

the subjects seen by on. experimenter who introduced himself

as a nev/ faculty member (high status), while the rema,ining

subjects v/ere seen by a psychology student (low status).

Systolic blood pressure and heart rate were measured before

and after the frustration msuiipulation and iimnediately after

the aggression phase of the experiment. Subjects in the PJgo

Threat frustration condition were asked to count backwards

from 100 to 1 by tv/o • s as quickly as possible. Following a

standardized procedure during this counting, the experimenter

repeatedly interrupted and harassed the subject for co'jnting

too sloy;ly, having the subject start over three times. After

one minute, the experimenter asked that the counting be

stopped, stating that the data could not be used owing to

the subject's uncooperative attitude. The subjects in the

Goal Blocking condition were also asked to count backwards

from 100 to 1 by two's with the admonition that maximum ef-

fort and speed were important in this part of the experiment.

The subjects were further instructed that since speed was so

critical, this project had received funds with which to

pay the subjects $4.00 if they completed the counting vv'ithin

a specified time limit. At the completion of the counting,

the subject was told that while he had finished v/itiiin

the time limit, it was the experimenter's impression that

he had not devoted maximum effort to the task, and there-

fore he v.'ould not receive the $4.00. The subjects
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in the No frustration condition v^cre allowed to count back-

wards to zero without interruption.

The results which were consistent on both physio-

logical measures were: (a) both Ego Threat and Blocked Goal

frustrations produced a significant increase in systolic

blood pressure and heart rate relative to the No frustra-

tion control group; (b) for both types of finastration, hav-

ing a post-frusxration opportmiity to verbally aggress

against the Low status frustrator results in a return of

vascular processes to levels not significantly different

from those of a No frustration control gi-^oup; v^hereas, hav-

ing no opportunity to aggress with a Lov/ status frustrator,

results in maintenance of the frustration- produced eleva-

tions; (c) with a High status frustrator, opportunity to

aggress, on the v/hole, did not substantially reduce vascular

elevations relative to comparable opportunity to aggress

with a Low status frustrator; (d) subjects who v/ere in one

of the frustratj.on conditions or v/ere seen by the High sta-

tus experimenter had significantly elevated vascular proc-

esses at the close of the experiment when compared to sub-

jects in the No frustration or Low status experim.enter con-

ditions. In this stud.y, a comparison of the verbaJ. aggres-

sion questionnaires between subjects frustrated by the High

and Low experimenter indicated no significant difference in

the aiaount of aggression expressed. Thus, differences in

overt expression of aggression can be r^a3.ed out as a factor

in the differential vascular reactions found in this reseai'ch.
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The puT'pose of Hokanson'E (1963) next study v/ith

Burgess a:id Cohen v/as to test the hypothesis that displaced

aggression also results in a degree of arousal reduction

roughly proportional to the similarity of the substitute

target to the original frustrator. A related hypotliesis

tested v/as that the intensity of the aggressive response

will likev/ise be proportional to the similarity of the sub-

stitute target and frustrator.

Eighty college age subjects v/ere placed in a 2 by 5

factorial design experiment involving High or Low frustration

experience followed by an opportunity to physically aggress

towards ta.rgets varying in similarity to the frustrator.

post-aggression systolic blood pressure elevation relative

to pi^e-frustrat ion base level was the primary dependent meas-

ure. Essentially the same procedure was carried out as in

the preceding study for the adaptation period, the frustra-

tion manipulation, and the opportunity to aggress. The only

exception was that the opportimity to aggress was divided

into five groups: (1) no opport-unity to aggress; {2) aggress

against the frustrator; (3) aggress against the frustrator's

assistant; (A) aggi^ess against a psychology student; (5)

aggress against an undergraduate student. Aside from the

systolic measurements, a record was kept of the jDressure

exerted and the number of electric shocks given.

Their res'-iD-ts indicated: (a) tliat among frustrated

subjects, the expression of ag^'pression directly to the
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frustrator resulted in a si^jiificant de^Tee of arousal reduc-

tion relative to a no a-ggression control j viheveas, (b) the

same amount of aggression expressed to substitute targets

did not significantly reduce blood pressure. Tlic aiithors

believed that this raised a question concerning the general-

ity of tiie traditional catharsis hypothesis; i.e., that the

expression of aggression, in and of itself, is tension -re-

ducing. They felt that this concl.usion was underscored by

these additional findings: among frustrated subjects, there

Vv'as no significant difference between the amount of &,ggi'es--

sion they expressed regardless of the object; however, the

arousal reduction took pla.ce only when the object of the

aggression was the original frustrator. Tlie authors con-

clude by stating that their results have im])Iications for

a theory of jnterpersona], aggressive behavior compatible

with proposals by Berkowitz (19o2). Following an ajigsr

provocation a generyJ. physiological arousal is produced,

wliich most likely is associated with a behavioral disposi-

tion to aggressive behavior. When given an opportunity,

the disposition to aggression will be completed against an

available target; however, concomitant reduction of physio-

logical arousal will talcc place only when the aggressive

behavior in some way is perceived to affect the original

frustrator and is deemed appropriate to the situation..

Hoksjison continued to investigate the conditions

under which this axousal a^id recucticn phencinenon occurred.

In a study with Edelman (1966), he changed the manner in
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v/hich. frustration was manipulated and offered subjects not

only an opportunity to aggress or not to aggress but also an

opportunity to be friendly or to ignore the frustrator. He

also looked at sex differences araong subjects. The frustra-

tion manipulation was accomplished by having the subject

receive several noxious shocks from a confederate posing as

a fellow subject. The subject was allowed to (1) counter-

aggress, (2) not to aggress, (3) reward the frustrator, or (4)

ignore the frustrator. The results revealed that: (a) the

noxious shocks by a fellow student produced systolic e].eva-

tions; (b) that the counteraggression opportunity v/as fol-

lowed by a rapid ret\.u^n of systolic elevations to pre-frus-

tration levels; (c) friendly or counterresponses were fol-

lowed by a relatively slow return to base line comparable to

that of controls who v/ere given no opportuiiity to respond;

(d) that the above results were obtained with systolic blood

pressure and a vasomotor response but not with dj.astolic

blood pressure or heart rate, and (e) that these results

were obtained on male subjects only. Females showed no dif-

ferential recovery rates. Hokanson concludes his discussion

by reviewing all the studies he has carried on so far and

stating that there are a variety of circurastances uiider

which the arousal and reduction phenomenon does not occur:

with a High status frustrator (Hoicanscn and Burgess, lS62a);

with displaced aggression towards a person unrelated to the

frusti'ator (Hokanson _et al., 1963); with fantasy aggression

(Hokanson and Burgess, 1962b); and ajnong college age females
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(Hokanson and Edelman., 1966). He attempted to place the ye

result fj under a learning theory framework. In each instance

where the phenomenon did not occur, he believes it can be

assujned that the subject had previously learned that under

these particular social conditions an aggressive counter-

response to a provocation was not ati appropriate behavior.

That is, aggression will not bring the interpersonal exchange

to a rewarding conclusion and thus the elevated vascular

processes are maintained. Similarly, he maintains that t}ie

subject has lea:aied that, i^aider certain other condirions, an

aggressive response is instr^umental in terminating noxious

social stimulation, thereby also being associated with a

relatively rapid reduction of autonomic processes. Kence,

Hokanson believes that his series of studies has in effect

been identifying the complex discriminative stimuli under

which ag£pressive behaviors have or have not been reinforced

in ouj:- cifLtui-e,

As indirect evidence for his theorizing, he discussed

an unpublished study in which fantasy aggression toward a

High status frustrator produced the arousal reduction effect

just as direct aggression tov/ard a Low status frustrator

T-iroduces it » He presumed that foi- those subjects direct

aggression against a High status person had not proven to

be reinforcing in the past, whereas covert aggression had.

Similarly, fantasy ag£rcssion toward a Low status frustrator

had not been as successful as direct verbal or physicaJ.
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aggression. Hokanson believes the faJ.lL^re to obtain the

arousal reduction effect with females in his study with Edel-

man (1966) is even more comprehensible. Ke claims that it

is virtually a truism that middle class females in our cul-

ture receive little reward or training with respect to phys-

ical aggression; that is, it has not become instrumental in

terminating noxious stimulation. Under these circumstances,

it is not surprising to him that female subjects in his

study, even when moderately reinforced to utilize an aggres-

sive counterresponse, manifested no associated physiological

relief.

Summary of Kokanson's work . In summarizing the work

that Kokanson and his colleagues have performed, araong his

major findings are: (a) that experimentally produced frus-

tration produces increases in systolic blood pressure; (b)

that under certain conditions, opportunity for overt phys-

ical and verbal counteraggression towards the frustrator

reduces systolic elevations to pre-frustration levels. The

arousal and reduction phenomenon that they have repeatedly

found strongly suggests that the frustration-aggression

sequence has a tension-reduction effect that can be reliably

measure'dT\ What they have not investigated is; (1) what

effect this tension-reduction has upon subsequent aggres-

sion, and (2) whether or not a non-aggressive response to

frustration exists that is equally effective as aggression

in reducing tension. _-
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D i.scuHsing frustrat ion as a count err e sponge to frus-

tration. There is a trend thtit exists among some psychother-

apists today that the clarification of and verbal expression

of feelings assist their clients in obtaining relief from

anxieties as well as in establishing an integrated self.

This trend einai:i.ated primarily from tlie work of Carl Rogers

and his associates. In his early work, Rogei's (1965) estab-

lished an elabQrate personality theory as well as deveD.oped

a psychotherapeutic approach often referi-ed to as client-

centered therapy. Briefly stated, in client-centered ther-

apy, the therapist assumes a non-directive role and merej.y

reflects back to his client any feelings or thoughts that he

believes the client is trying to express. In this v/ay, the

therapist attempts to assist his clients to become more

av/ctre of their feelings and experiences v/hich, according to

Rogers, helps the clients to integrate themselves. Rogers

(195'/') writes of his new approach:

For the client, this optimal xherapy has meant an
exploration of increasingly strange and un.knowai
and dangerous feelings in h.imself; . . . Thus, he
becomes acquainted with elements of his experience
which have in the past been denied or awareness as
too threatening, too damaging to the structure of
self. He finds himself experiencing these feelings
fully, completely, in the relationship, so that for
the moment he is his feai", or his anger, or his
tenderness, or his strength. And as he lives these
widelj'" varied feelings, in all their degrees of
intensity, he discovered that he has experienced
himself, that he is all these feelings. He finds
his behavior changing in constructive fashion jn
accordance with this newly experienced self [p. 487]

»
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Not only does Rogers see value in expressing one's feelijigs,

but he also suggests that once they are expressed, more

constructive behavior may follow.

Walker^ liablen, and Rogers (I960) developed a scale

to measure process changes in psychotherapy. One of their

seven categories was the expression of feelings. They found

that unrecognised and unexpressed feelings were identified

with poor progress in therapy while feelings fully experienced

and expressed were identified with excellent progress in ther-

apy.

Additionally, Rogers' writings suggest that if feel-

inp-s Bxe not expressed a situation arises that is a basis

for psychological tension. Rogers (19o5) states: '^Fsycho-

logical maladjustments exist when the organism denies to

awareness signj.ficant sensory and visceral experiences,

which consequently are not symbolized and org.':anized into

the gestalt of the self-structure. '//hen this situation

exists, there is a basis or potential psychological tension

[p. 476]." frhis sugY';octs that some type of tension might

exist if an individual v/as frustrated aiid not able to ex-

press this frustrationTl In the present study, both counter-

aggression and the discussion of frustration £tre viewed as

coimterresponses to frustration that permit the feeling to

be expressed and, consequently, relieve tension. On the

other hand, having no opportmiity to aggress or discuss the

frustration creates a situation in which feeling..; could be
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denied; hence, a condition of tension will persist. The

overall implication for this study is that if feelings of

frustration csxl be identii'ied and verhally expressed, as

they are in client-centered therapy, then perhaps this can

lead to more constructive behavior in dealing with the frus-

tration. This study invest j.gates (1) whether or not discus-

sion of frustration is an effective way of handling frustra-

tion; and (2) if it is effective, does this method lead to

more constructive behavior whicli, in this case, is identified

as a decrease in subsequent aggression.

Increase in subsequent aggressivenes s. Some studies,

cited Ccirlier, suggest that subsequent aggression is increased

rather than deci'eased after one engages in aggression. Berko-

witz (1962) has suggested several situational conditions

that could account for the increase in aggression. He be-

lieves that such conditions as social facilitation or permis-

siveness contribute in weal:ening one's inhibition to aggxess

agaijist another person (i,e., Siegel, 1956). In addition to

these situational conditions, Berkowitz believes that inves-

tigators have not always differentiated between counterag-

gression to frustration and an individual's habitual level

of aggressiveness. Research guided by the Freudian energy

model does not need to malve such a distinction; they gener-

ally assume that every xime a person acts aggressiA^elj'-, re-

gardless of tlie circumstances, he does so because of his

aggressive "energy" (Kartmann etal., 1949 )• Berkov/itz
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contends, hov/ever, that counteraggression to frustration must

be differentiated from one's habitual level of aggressiveness.

He maintains that aggressiveness is a learned habit and,

like any other habit, is readily occasioned by relevant cues.

The implication of such a formulation is obvious: ; "Provid-

ing an opportunity to express hostility may lessen the frus-

tration-engendered instigation to aggression, but could also

evoke £ind/or strengthen a. person's habitual hostile tenden-

cies [Berkov.ltz, 1962, p. 203]
.JJ

The present study tests

this statement. The design includes pre- and post-measures

of an individual's aggressiveness. Interpolated between

these measuj^es are several conditions, one of which involves

a frustration-coun.tcraggression sequence. Following Berko-

witz, it is predicted that following frustrat ion-count erag-

gression, there will be a relative increase in subsequent

aggressiveness.

Hyj)0_theses

The first three hypotheses replicate Hokajason's

major findings regrirding frustration and aggression:

Hypothe sis I : Frustration produces elevations in

systolic blood pressure.

Hypothesis II: Following frustration, countorag-

gression against a frustrator produces a return of sy;.'.tolic

elevations to pre-frustration levels; whereas.

Hypothesis III: Systolic elevations are maintained

following frustration if there is no opport^unity to aggress

ae-ainst the frustrator.
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Based on clinical evidence adduced by Cai^l Rogers

and his associates, the follov/ine tv/o hypotheses seem

tenable:

Hypothesis IV: Follov/ing frustration, having an

opportunity to discuss the frustration produces a return

of systolic elevation to pre-frustration levels.

Hypothesis V : Frustration-reduction achieved

through the discussion of frustration results in no change

in aggressiveness relative to base levels.

Following Berkowitz that a frustration-aggression

sequence could result in an increase in one's level of

habitual aggressiveness, the following hypothesis appears

viable

:

Hypothes is VI: Frustration-reduction achieved through

the frustration-counteragg;ression sequence results in an in-

crease in subsequent aggressiveness relative to base levels.



CHAPTER II

METHOD

Subjects

Sevanty-four undergraduate students at the University

of Florida selected from a pool of students takmg aii intro-

ductory or intermediate course in psycliology served as sub-

jects. The first two subjects had to be discarded since the

electi'ic stimulator was not proper.ly set up during their

trials. Students were fulfil]-ing course reouireinents to

participate in psychology experiments.

Ec[uipment

(1) Digit syxabol subtest of the wAIS

(2) lucrcury sphygmomanometer and stethoscope to

measure systolic blood pressiu^e.

(3) Hunter interval timer which measures duration

of titae in himdreds of a second.

(4) Electric stimulator which had electrodes for

receiving shock, a pluiiger for activating shock,

and a dial for setting the intensixy of shock

. at intervals of 1 to 10 mill iaiaperes.

Expe rimen t al 33esign

Three independent variables were employed in the

study: 24
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(1) fruDtratj.on vs. no frustration, (2) three coaateri-e-

sponses to fixistration which were countera/j,£ression, discus-

sio)i of fruFjtration, and having no opportuiiity to aggress,

(3) three periods of systolic readings which were before

and after frustration and after the counxerresponse to frus-

tration; and two periods of aggression measui'es which were

pre- 8,nd po st- experiment ..

Two sets of data were the primary dependent variable?

(1) systolic blood pressure readings taken at three critical

period3~~before siid after frustration and after the counter-

response to frustration; (2) measures of aggression taken

before and after the experimental procedui^es.

A three factor analysis of vai^iance was used to test

for differences in systolic blood pressure that may h3,ve oc-

curred among the various experim.ental conditions. The ex-

perimental conditions generated the following design:

(Repeated I^easures)
periojds op systolic Blood
PRESSURE (t^BP) READraGS

Responses Subjects Base Post-Prus- Post -Responses
to Prus- Level tration to Prustra.tion
trat ion

Counter-
Prus- aggression 12

No Ag£Tession 12

Discussion 12

trated

Not Counter-

Prus- Gi5gJ^Rssion 12

trat e d. No Aggi-e s s i C)n 12

Discussion 12

N = 72
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Another three factor arxalysis of variarxce was u.-jcd

to test for differences in aggression scores that may have

occurred among the various experimental conditions. The e:

perimental conditions generated the following design:

(Repeated Measures)
AGGRESSION SCORES

Responses to
Frustration Subjec ts Pre-Lieasure Post-Lieasure

Counter-
aggi^ession 12 " "

Frus-

trated N° Aggression 12

Discussion 12 •• "
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aaid V did not require any statistic£.l tests since the differ-

ences of the pa.irvvise cell mesns in question were equal to

less than zero.

In addition to the t tests that were employed to

test the hypot}ies6s, two Tuicey pos t hoc comparisons were

made on tv/o a,d.ditional pai.rwise cell mean comparisons.

Procedure

Six imdergraduate students, similar in age and sta-

tus to the subjects, served as e>:peri;aeiital assistants and

confederates.

The experiment was introduced to the sub.jcct as one

involving blood pressure response to working on five roi.itine

intellectual tasks. The subject was led to believe that he

would determine what five tasks he perform.ed by selecting

five sealed envelopes from approximately one liujidred con-

taining instructions for a variety of tasks. The selection

of tasks for each subject was actually fixed so as to -ran-

domly assi£.?i subjects to one of six conditions: (1) frus-

trated-counteraggression
; (2) frustrated-no opportunity to

aggress; (3) frustrated-discussion; (4) not frustrated-

couiitei'aggression; (^) not frustr:-.ted-no opportunity to ag-

gress; Paid (6) not frustrated-discussion.

Techniques employed for obtaining dependent meas-

ures. The techniques for taking and recording the blood

pressure measures as well as the aggression scores were

standard for all subjects. The blood pressure readings
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were made in the following moxmer: upon entering the exper-

j.mental room, the acBistant placed the cuff on the left arm

of the subject ar'd it remained t/iere throughout tiie session

«

V/henever a rea.ding was required, the assistant inflated the

cuff cutting off the flow of blood in the arm momentarily.

The stethoscope was then placed over the vein directly below

the inflated cuff. As the cuff was deflated, the pi^essure

required to force the blood flov; back through the arm. reg-

istered on the mercury sphygiriomanometer . The point at which

the blood flow returns is heard as a throb through, the steth-

oscope and is designated as the systolic blood pressure.

Several readings v/ere taken during the session by the assist-

ant with critical measures before and after frustration and

after the opportimity to respond to the frustration.

The aggxession scores were recorded in tlie following

mannert the subject selected a shock intensity from one to

ten milliaraiDcres by setting the dial on the electric stimu-

lator. Once the subject set the dial, he depressed the

plunger to administer' the shock. The plunger activated a

Himter interval timer which measured the dura,tion of shock-

in hmidreds of a second. The assistant recorded both the

intensity and duration of the shock tliat the subject admin-

istered. The mean score of the intensity x duration of the

shocks that were administered wa,s taken as pre- and post-

measures of the subject's aggi'-essiveness. Tlie rationale

for using this measure of aggression is discussed by
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Bancaira (I964). He discussec a study which used both (1)

intensity alone, and (2) intensity x dur-ation as measures

of aggression. Under certain conditioxis, it was round that

although the subjects adninistered virtually identical in-

tensities of shock, the subjects differed si{];nixicantly on

the iirtensity x duration indicator of aggression.

Adaptation rjeriod . All subjects selected for their

first task the Digit SjTnbol subtest of the \7AIS. Subjects

v.'ere allowed to perform this task at their ov.n pace. The

purpose of this task was to allow a five- minute acclimation

period to the experimental setting.

pre--ne asure of aggression . Following the adaptation

period, all subjects selected for their second task an inter-

personal gxiessing gejne. The task was structured as follows:

subjects were told that this task involved an interj)ersonal

guessing situation iii which the subject was to thjnk of a

nujTiber between one and ten, following which another person

v/a,s to guess the number. The subject v;as told that the ex-

perimenter was studying the effect of pain on subsequent

guessing. For the pre-m.easure of aggression, the person

gu.essing was a confederate posing as a fellow subject. If

the confederate's guess was v-orong, the subject was to signal

this error by administering electric shock to him. Although

the person was wired to an elaborate shock apparatus, he

did not actually receive shock, but merely behaved as if he

did. If tiie confederate was correct, no shock was administered.
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The subject v;as led to "believe that there vvoiilcl be about 15

guessJPxg trials, but the experimental assistant actuaJ.ly

terminated the trials v/hen the subject had administered ten

shocks to the confederate. The confederate was allov/ed to

guess two correct, tlierefore, 12 trials in all were run.

The subject vies not informed of the nature of millianperes;

however, the dial on the stimulator was clearly calibrated

and labeled in milliamperes. The subject was informed that

he v/as free to vsxy the intensity of the shock from one to

ten, v/ith one being the least noxious and ten being the most

noxious. The subject was further instructed on how to ad-

minister the shock. The mean score of the intensity x

duration of the ten shocks that he administered to the con-

federate was taken as the pre-measure of the subject's ag-

gressiveness .

Frustration manipulation. Following the pre-measure

of agg-ression, all subjects selected for their third task a

counting situation which required them to count backwards

from 100 to 1 by three's as quickly as possible. Frustra-

tion was induced in one half of the subjects by a standcird-

ized procedure of having the experimental assistant inter-

rupt, harass, and not allow them to complete the task. The

No Frustratio]! condition was established by allowing the

remaining half of the subjects to com.plete the coimting with-

out ii.iterruption and at their own pace.

Following the frustration m&n.ipulation, the subjects

were assi.'rned in one of three counter-response conditions:
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1. Comiteraggress ion . Twonty-four subjects selected

for their fourth task the sarne interpersonal ^'uessin/; sit-

uation de^icribed in the pre-ineesui'e of cig^^'ression condition.

The identical procedure was carried ou.t v/ith the exception

that the person £,-uessing the nujnbers and receiving shock was

the experiraental assistant (frustrator )

.

^* r^o ojjpo,J^"^^^J^i''^y "to aggress . Twenty-four subjects

selected for their fourth task the same interpersonal guess-

ing situation described in the pre--ineasure of aggression

condition. The identical procedure was carried out with

two exceptions. The person guessing the numbers v/as the

expe3."irncnta.l assist3n.t (frustratoi") and errors were signalled

verbally rathei" than by using shock.

3. f i^cussion. Twenty-four subjects se?. ected for their

fourth task a discussion situation which required that they

discuss the experiment for five minutes with the experimenter,

The discussion was tape-recorded and the expe:>rimental assist-

ant (frustrator) was not present. The experimenter attempted

by me;ins of sn unstructured interview to get subjects to

identify and express any feelings that they had towards the

experimental assistant (frustrator).. The subjects were not

allowed to evaD.uate or derogate the experimental assistant

in sjiy waj-. The experimenter vjs.s a trained doctora,l student

in clinical psychology. The experiinenter ran the subjects

blind in this condition. Even though feelings \i'ere empha-

sized, some subjects did mention that they were not permitted

to finish the counting task.
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Post-measure of aggress ion, following the response

to frustration conditions, all subjects selected for their

fifth sjid final task the saxne interpersonal guessing gaine

described a.bove in the pre-measure of aggi^ession condition.

The identical procedure v/as carried out v/ith the confederate

posing as a fellow subject gxiessing the numbers and receiv-

ing shock for incorrect gnj.esses. The experimental assistant

recorded the intensity sjrid duration of each of the ten shocks

that were administered. The m_ean score of the intensity x

the duration of the ten shocks v/as ta]<:en as the post-measure

of the subject's agg-ressiveness.

Questionnaire and debriefing. Following the experi-

mental procedure, all subjects were asked to fill out two

five-point scales to determine their level of guilt and

anxiety over administering shock to another person. On each

scale, point one indicates high guilt ancl anxiety, 2nd point

five indicates no gxiilt or anxiety. Copies of these scales

are in the appendix.

Before leaving the session, all subjects were de-

briefed.



CHAPTSx^ III

RESULTS

Initial Comparability

The hypotheses under test in this study are based on

changes in both systolic blood pressure ajid rneasures of a^;--

gression as a result of the experimental manipulations.

Hence, it m.ust be determined if the groups did or did not

differ significajitly on base level systolic blood pressure

and on the pre-measure of aggression. In Table 1, the mecuis

and standard deviations for the base level systolic blood

pressure for the experimental groups are listed^ By inspec-

tion, results reveal that very little difference exists

among the groups on base level systolic blood pressure.

Blood pressure readings in the sample ranged from

about a low of 105 to a high of 147. Avcra,ge blood pressLU^e

for most people is approximately 120 whJch is also the grand

mean of this sampD.e.

In Table 2 are the means and standard deviations of

aggression scores used as a, pre-measure of aggression. By

inspection, I'esults reveal very little difference ajnong the

groups on the pre-measure of aggression. The pre-measure

of aggression scores ranged from .0? to 5.82.

33
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TABL'E 1

Means and standard Devia,tions of Base Level
Systolic Blood Pressure

Coimtcraggression
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Analyses of Blood pressur e Lleasiires

In Table 3, the mean levels of systolic blood pres-

sure for each group are shov/n.

The summary table for the tlrree-v/ay analysis of var-

iance with repeated measures that assessed changes in systolic

pressure is in Table 4-.

In Fi£aire 1, the interaction effect obtained for the

Frustration x Systolic Elood Pressure readings (SEP) is

presented graphically. Inspection of the graph reveals that

the non- frustrated group changed very little over the three

periods of systolic residings. On the other hand, the frus-

trated group shov/ed a sharp increase following frustration and

a return to pre-frustration or base level following the re-

sponse to frustration.

In Figure 2, the interaction effect obtained for the

Response to Frustration x Systolic Blood Pressure readings

(SBP) is depicted graphically. Inspection of the graph

reveals that both the coiuiteraggression and discussion groups

followed the same sequence over the three periods of blood

pressure readings. Both groups showed a significant in-

crease following frustration and a return to base level fol-

lowing the response to frustration. On the other hand, the

group having no opportunity to aggress showed an increase

following frustration, but this increase did not return to

base level following the response to frustration. This

group maintained systolic elevations.
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TABLE 3

Means of Systolic Blood Pressure V/ithin All
Groups and Conditions

Base Post- Post-
Level Frustration Response

Counter-
aggression 119 128 118

Frustrated
Wo

Aggression 120 129 127

Discussion 119 129 118

Counter-
aggressiorj 120 120 119

Not No

Frustrated Aggression 122 120 121

Discussion 121 121 120

X r= 121 X = 125 X - 121
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TABLE 4

Summary Table for the Analysis of Variance
Syytolic jBlood Pressure

Source elf

Frustration 1 322 cbY ]. .24

Response to Frustration 2 121.48 .47

Systolic blood pressure
readings (SBP) 2 432.92 23.29^'^

Frustration x Response to
Frustration

Frustration x SBP

Response to Frustration x SEP

Frustration x Response to
Frustration x SEP

Subs. v7/croups

S BP X Subs. Yi/iT oup s

^- p< 0.05

^>f p< 0.01

2
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In oi'der to test hypotheses I and III, t tests wore

eraplo^^ed to make tv/o pairwise cell mean comparisons on the

data shown in Table 3.

Hypothesis I s tales that frustration pro_duce s eleva-

tion s in systolic "bloo d. pres_^sure. The _t ratio for the com-

parison of the post-frustration mean (3 ::= 125) and of the

base level mean (X « 121) v/as 5.63. This ratio is signifi-

cant beyond tlie 0.01 level (df =: 132) iridicating there was

an increase in systolic blood pressure from the base level

to the post- frustration measure of systolic blood pressure.

Hypothesis I is, therefore, confirmed.

Hypoth e sis I I proposed tha t following frustrat ion

counteraggression against a frustrator produces a return of

systolic elevations t o pre-frustrati on levels , The differ-

ence betweeii (1) the frustrated-countera.ggression-post"

treatm.ent cell (2 = 118) and (2) the frustrated-couriter-

aggression-base level cell {7L = 119) was less than zero;

therefore, no statistic^^,l test was required. This finding is

consistent v/ith the proposal that no changes remained in sys-

tolic blood pressu.T'e following counteraggression relative to

the base level.

Hypothesis III propos(-,d that systolic elevation s are

maintained following frustration if there is no opportunity

to aggress aga.inst the frustrator . The t ra,tio that was

obt£ii_nod when the means of the frustrated-no aggression™

post-response cell (it - 127) and the frustratcd-no aggression-
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bac-e level cell (X = 120) were coniparcd v.as 4. 04. This

ratio was significant beyond the 0.01 level (df = 132) and

indicates that among frustrated subjects having no opportu-

nity to counteragg-ress, systolic elevations remained at the

post-response measure relative to the base level measures.

Hypothesis III, therefore, is confirmed.

Hypothesis IV proposed that following frustration

having an opportujiity to discuss the frustration produces a

return of systolic elevations to pre- frustrat ion levels.

The difference between (1) the frustrated-discussion-post-

treatment cell (X = II8 ) and (2) the frustrated-discuss ion-

base level cell (X = 119) was less than zero; therefore, no

statistical test v/as required. This finding is consistent

with the proposal that no changes in systolic blood pressure

remained following discussion relative to the base level.

Analyses of Aggression Scores

In Table 5, the cell means for aggression scores for

all groups are shov.n.

The summary of the three-way analysis of variance

with repeated measures used to test for changes in aggres-

sion scores is shovrn in Table 6.

In PigD.re 3, the interaction effect that was obtained

for the Response to Frustration x Periods of Aggression meas-

ure conditions for each level of Frustration is presented

graphically. Inspectj.on of the graph indicates that among
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TABLE 5

Means for Aggression Scores for All Groups

Pre-lvleasure Post-Iv.easure

Counter-
aggression 1.33 3.51

No
Frustrated Aggression 1.14 2.31

Discussion 1.5^ 1.20

CoiAiiter-

aggression 1.36 2.19

Not — _
No

I'ru s trated Agg-r e s s ion 1 . 5 9 1.51

Discussion 1.33 1.3!
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TABLE 6

Sujiur.ary Table for ^Inalysis of Variance:
Aggression Scores

Source df laS

Frustration

Responj,e to Frustration

Periods of Aggression measure

Frustratior. x Response to
Frustration

Frustration x Periods of
Aggression measure

Response to Frustration x Periods
of Aggression measure

Frustration x Response to
Frustration x Periods of
Frustration m_easure 2 3.77 4.33'^

Sub^ Vv'/groups 66 3.06

Periods of Aggression measure x
Subs. v//gTOups 66 .87

1
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Coun.teraggression--^ (t.

No Age:ression« ^.^

Discussion- ,,„

4.00„

Post-
Measure

FRUSTRATED

Post-
Measure Measu.re

NOT FP.U3TKATED

Figure 3. Mean Aggression Sccres .for All Responses
Prustration on Both Pre- and Post-rneaaure
for Both, Levels of Frustration

to
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frustrcitcd subjects, both the counteraggression bjicI the no

aggresGion groups shewed increases in the loost-jr.easure of

aggression relative to their pro-measure. Confirmation of

hypothesis VI, shov.n below, indicates that the increase for

the counteraggression group was significant; however, a Tukey

_jjost_ lioc comxjarison was made on the No aggression group, and

the £ ratio obtained (2.00) was not significaiit . The dis-

cussion group among frustrated subjects shewed little or

no chmige between pre- and post-measures of aggression.

Among the non-frustrated subjects, the graph indicates that

the on].y group to show an increa,se in the post-measure of

aggression is the counteraggression group. A Tulcey post hc>c

comparison made on the no frustration-counteraggression

group was not significant (q ^ 1.00).

Hypothesis V states that frustrati on reduct loji

^?Jli5.^? 'i.J'
^.J^ough the ^ o.iscussio_n of frustration results in

no change in aggression rela.tive to base level. The differ-

once between (1) the frustra,ted-discussion--post-measure coll

(X >--^ 1.20) and {?.) the frustrated-discussion-pre-measure

cell {X « 1.^3) was less than zero^ th.erefore, no statis-

tical test was required. This finding is consistent with

the proposal that no cha;ages tool: place betw^een |Dre-measui'e

and post-measure of the aggression for xhc discussion group.

Kypothesis VI ^propo sed that frustrat ion reduction

achieved through the frustrat ion-count

e

ra,gigress ion sequence

results in an increase in subsociuent aggression relative to
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base leve?.s. The _t ratio that was obtained when the means

of the fr'U£.trated~-ociinte?-a£:gres3ion~post-nieaEure cell (X --=

3.51) and the fruatrated-comiterargression-prs-measure cell

(X ^ 1.33) were couipared was 6.23. This ratio was sig-nifi-

cant beyond the 0.01 level (df t? 66) 0x16. indicates that a

si^Tiificant increase occurred between the pre-measure and

post-measure of aggxession for frustrated subjects who were

allowed to count eraggress against xhe frustrator. This sup-

ports hypothesis VI.

Que s t ionnair e Jtesult.^s

Ninety-eighx percent of the subjects checked eitlicr

four or five en the five-point scale on both the guilt and

anxiety measures. This meeuis that the subjects, on the v/hole,

reported little or no guilt or anxiety resulting from admin-

istering shock to another person.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

Replication of Hokaiison's Findings

The confirmation of hypotheses I, II and m repli-

cates the major findings of Mokanson and his colleagues

regarding the arousal and reduction phenomenon of the frus-

tration-aggression sequence. That is, experiraentcilly pro-

duced frustration causes systolic elevations and being able

to counteraggress against the frustrator under certain cio

—

cumstances almost guarantees a return of the elevations to

pre-frustration levels. Post-frustration counteraggress ion

v/as found to be tension-reducing. Hokanson's results con-

cerning frustrated subjects v/ho are not permitted to coun-

teraggress were also replicated. Subjects in the no oppor-

ttuiity to aggress group maintained their systolic elevations.

Discussion as a Respons e to Frustration

I
Confirmation of hypothesis IV allows us to conclude

that the discussion of frustration is on effective non-

aggressive method for I'elievj-ng frustration-produced ten-

sions.! Discussion of frustration was as effective as coun-

teraggression jn reducing frustration-produced systolic

elevations. Post-frusti-ation tension-reduction, therefoz^e,

need not be directly related to inflicting injury

47
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(Berkovvi'ta, 1962) or merely havin^';- the opportunity to aggress

(Hokaiison, 1961 )• Tension relief may siraply bo related to

the acknowledgment of the feeling hy the individual rather

than upon the necessity of inflicting pain to the frustrator.

If future research should reveal that the r-elief

from frustration can consistently be obtained by becoming

aware of our frustrations and acknov/ledging them, this

method would no doubt be an efficient and socially accepta-

ble way of dealing with frustration. Presumably, both

sexes and not only males would have access to this mode of

response and, furthermore, this mode of response does not

require the physical presence of the frustrator.

^^^£Si.^'_-°JL Subsequent Aggrc ssiveness

Conf iri";!ation of hypothes.is VI .inctjcates that although

there is tension-reduction follov.'i";ag the frustrat ion- coujitcr-

aggression sequence, the overall effecb upon aggressiveness

is to increa.se it. This is in acco:':d with what Berkowitz

(1962) proposes that frustra tion"a,ggression could resu].t in

an increase In one's level of habitual aggx'essiveness. This

f.inding could account fox- the findings in so many of the

classic stuoLies j.n this area in which subsequent aggression

was increased rather than decreased. Liore important, how-

ever, conf iri'iat ion of hypothesis V indicates tliat thefdis-

cussion of frustration is fui ef.ficient nojx-aggressive means

for dealing with frustration. It not only achieves tension-

reduction, but_ it al.s.Q....produces no increase in subsequent

a£:gT e s s iV en e s s . \
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The efficacy of a oiscussion response to frustra,tion

in reducing tension is compatible with the theoi'y ijresented

by Berkov/itz (1962) and elaborated by liokanson (1966),

Berkov/itz maintains that fru.stration produces general, phys-

iological arousal. This arousal predisposes us to aggres-

sive behavior. Pm^ther, there is a tendency to complete an

aggression sequence and, therefore, if perinitted, aggression

will occur against an ava,ilable target. liokanson elaborates

this by stating that tlie aggression will be tension-reducing

only if it is perceived to affect the frustrator and only if

it has been le£;.rned in the past that it is an. appropriate

response to make.

V/hat is refreshing about Berkov/itz* view is that it

offers various stages at wjiich aggression may be interrupted

and possibly jirevented. This is in contrast to the tradi-

tional Freudian model (Freud, 1959) which arg-ues that within

each individual there is a reservoir of aggressive energy

that must be discharged; hence, aggression cannot be prevented,

The ]jresent results suggest that jjlacing a discussion of frus-

tration at an early stage in the frustration-aggression se-

quence reduces the likelihood of subsequent aggressive behav-

ior. In other words, ] aggression does not have to be ex-

pressed in order to relieve frustra.tio2i. Discussion of frus-

tration may help the individual re-evaluai.e tlie friistrating

experience and permit him to adopt another behavioral dis-

position to the situationV]
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One of tlie main contributiono tlia'c liokanson's (1966)

study makes to the present finding concerning the discussion

of frustration is his attempt to include his results within

a learning theory framovvork. As reviewed earlier, Hoksnson

believes that people learn appropriate teclminues with which

to obtain relief from frustration. If Hokcinson is correct,

then it can be assumed that individuals cen learn to use the

oiscussion of frustration in dealing with frvistration.

Recently, Stone and Hokanson (1969) found that subjects can

learn to be self-punitive rather than to aggr-ess against the

frustrator. The self-punitive behavior produced arousal

reduction for these subjects. Clearly, if discussions are i

efficacious in reducing frustration and if one corx learn to \

use this teclraique, then am effective method for decreasing
|

the tendency for aggressive behavior towards self and others /

has been located.

^^6 ^l-l^j."1^^™ Hypotheses

One way in which the efficacy of the discussion

might be explained is to consider this condition in terras

of verbal aggression. Certainly, Hokanson and Burgess

(1962) have sho-.rn that verbal aggression is as effective

as overt, physical ag£rression in reducing frustration- pro-

duced tensions. hov;ever, this alternative hypothesis is

untenable because the subjects :-n the discussion group were

never allowed to evaluate the frusti'ator in a negative man-

ner. The discussion involved feelings that the subjects
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may have had towards ths fructrator, such as reu.ent:Tien-b, or

dis£-;ust, or anger. The subjects were not permitted to eval-

uate or derogate the frustrator in any way.

Another interesting alternative hypothesis that na^y

be offered to explain the increase in aggression scores con-

cerns the report that most of the subjects gave concerning

their level of guilt and anxiety over administering shock.

One of the most prominent explanations of catharsis is that

guilt and not tension-reduction reduces subsequent aggjression

(BerkovvitZy 1962), Gixilt and/or anxiety over our aggressive

behavior inhibits our aggressing further. If the question-

naires concerning guilt and anxiety are aocure.te, then the

subjects in this study were biased in this respect. There

Vi/as no guilx or anxiety and, therefore, there was no inliibi-

tion to aggress. In order to determine whether or not the

present findings are related to low guilt and anxiet^r-j, future

research should take this into account. In a very recent

study, Ga:nbaro a;ad Rabin (1969) considered guilt to be ajri

imiportant factor in aggressive behavior. Based on this

interpretation of catharsis, it is possible to explain that

the increas.e ixi aggression for the counteraggression groups

V7a,s a result of low giiilt tmd anxiety rather than tension-

reduction or a. practice effect.

A type of practice effect offers yet another alter-

native explanation for tiie increase in aggression for the

comiteraggressicn groups. In Figure 3, it can be noted that
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the non- frustrated and frustrated counteraggression groups

showed an increase between the pre-measure and post-meaoure

of aggression. V/hat could account for the increase in ag-

gressiveness? Both counteraggression groups (frustrated and

non-frustrated) experienced at least 20 trials of adminis-

tering shock before the post-measure of aggression was taken.

All other groups received only ten trial. s before the post-

measure was taken. It may be that the increase in aggression

that v/as found with both counteraggression groups is due sim-

ply to engaging in more aggression and not to tension-reduc-

tion as originally postulated. Before a more definite state-

ment can be made concerning the overall effect of arousal

reduction upon subsequent aggressiveness, the practice ef-

fect has to be controlled.

One final but important v/ay in lookmg at the effi- /

cacy of the discussion group in reducing subsequent aggres-i

siveness is to consider it in terms of a social learning /

theory proposed by Bandura (1964). Bsndura maintairs that\

if a frustrated person should become immersed in new activ-

ities that supersede the preoccupying, brooding frustrating

event, a noticeable degree of tension-reduction will take

place and no aggression will follow. Bandura attributes

this reduction of aggression to attentional shifts or stim-

ulus change rather than to energy discharge. Pie believes

that subjects would experience equally salutary effects from

getting involved in an absorbing book, a movie, or a stage
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play containirii'^- fev; or no aggreosivs stimuli. It is diffi-

cult to £:ay whether t.his alternative hyoothesis applies to

tlio present study since the discussion youp did not actuall;;

shift attention to other matters nor did they really remove

themselves from the frustrating event. Rather, the discus-

sion focused on the frustration as such. One v/ay to deter-

mine the effects of attejitional shifts is to include an ad-

ditional discussion condition in which subjects are actually

required to get involved in discussion on topics irrelevfmt

to the frustrating event.

Limitations

Certain limitations exist in the present study that

prevent concluding positively that the discussion of frus-

tration produced tension-reduction froia frustration. Since

no group was included that was allowed to discuss a frustra-

tion irrelevant topic, it is difficult to pin]joint the ef-

fect of a discussion as such, /jiother study should inves-

tigate this condition in more detail taking ijito considera-

tion both verbal aggression as well as attentional shift as

mechanisms of tension-reduction.

I'he results of this study appear to contradict the

catharsis hypothesis (Dollard et__al., 1939) which predicts

a reduction of agg^^essi.on following aggressive behavior.

Even though tJie resuJLts show an. i.ncrease in subsequent ag-

gressiveness for several groups, what about the possibility

that aggression may have been momentarily reduced during
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the count eraggression? For exajiiple, during the post-frustra.-

tion countera£;^;,Tession, the subject was allowed ten trials

in which to shock the frustrator. A test to determine whether

or not aggression v/as rrioinentarily reduced would be to look at

the difference between the first five trials and the last

five trials. Unfortmiatel;y , no data were collected dujring

the counteraggi'ession trials. The only statement that would

be safe to make is that following the frustration-aggression

sequence, aggression may be momentarily reduced but the over-

all effect is an increase in subsequent agg-ressiveness.

Another limitation is that the post-measure of aggression

was taken approximately twenty minutes after the experimental

conditions. Future research should investigate v/hether or

not increases or decreases of aggressiveness are maintained

over a longer period of time.

One final but important limitation of this study is

that subsequent aggression towards the actual frustrator

was not tested. The shock that subjects administered during

the post-measuxe of aggression was always towards the con-

federate and not the frustrator. There is no way of Icnowing

if these subjects would become more aggressive had the orig-

inal frustrator been available for shock during the post-

measure. It can only be ass^omed that the confederate that

was used v/as similar to the frustrator ?nd would have been

an appropriate target for the displaced aggression. This

assumption certainly obtains support from the frustrated-no
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aggression groujj when they showed a substantial increcase in

aggressiveness from pre-measure to post-measure. Not havijig

an opportunity to aggress against the frustrator, this gToup

displaced their aggression on the confedercite on th.e post-

measure. This is similar to what Hckanson and his collea,gues

found (1963) when they investigated displaced aggression.



CHilPTER V

SUi.'IIviARy

Tlie arousal and reduction plienouienon of the fruntra-

tiou-a^Ts-xession poquence that rlokaiison has consistently found

in his v-'ork has been replicated in this present study. It

v/as found that frustration produced sigiiificajit elevations

in systolic blood pressure and having the opportunity to co"uri-

teragfiress aga:inst the frustratoi"- reduced these elevations-

These v.iio were frustrated and not allowed to aggress rriain-

tained systolic elevations- In addition to this replication;

a discussion of frustration response was perraitted; and it

was found to be eo_ually effective in reducing arousal frora

frustration.

Even though the counteraggression and discussion

responses were found to be simila,rly effective in red\icing

frus t;ra!.t ion-produced tensions j they differ-ed significcantly

in tlieir effect.s upon subsequent aggressiveness , \__C;oujiter~

aggression was shown to increase subsecraent aggressi.on while

the discussion of frusti^ation produced no ch.angcs in aggres-

sion .^^^lae discussion of frustra.tion was viewed as on effi-

cient non-aggressiA^e method for dealing with frustration

especially if one was inte.rested in decreasing the potential

for aggr e s s i. o

n

Vj
56
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Several alternative hypotheses were discusGed. A

possibility exists tiiat the efficiency of the discussion

condition coulrl be attributed to (1) verbal agc:oe.ssion, or

(2) attentional shifts or stimulus chan£;e , Due to the nature

of the discussion condition in this study, these hypothiescs

do not seem tenable, but they should be investigated in

futui'e research.

Two alternative explanations wore offex-ed to account

for the increase in aggression for both counteragg-ression

groups. One of these involved a practice effect since both

couj'iteraggression groups enga^ged in ten more ti-ials of ad-

ministering shock than any other group. The other explana.,-

tion was I'elated to the fact t}ia,t low gu.ilt ajid anxiety over

administering shock to another person were reported by the

ma.jor:ity of subjects. According to Berkowitz (1962), guilt

inhj.bits our aggressing further. Since these subjects ha.d

little gaiilt, they could have had little inhibition to ag-

gress.

Certain limitations of the study were also discussed.

One involved the inability to determine what ix was about

the discussion condition that raade.it effective. Another

involved, the short dura^tion of time in which tlie post-m.easvire

of aggression was taken. The most important, however, in-

volved the fact that subsequent aggression towar'ds the actual

frustrator in the discussion groups was not tested. In the

post-measure, shock was administered to a confederate and
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not tlie actual frustrator. The assumption was made that the

con.federate vva,s an appropriate target for displaced aggres-

sion fcr this group if they had wished to aggress.

i'he alternative interpretaoions as well as the limi-

tations that were discussed offer a direction for future

research in tnis area.
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APPENDIX A

FIVE -POINT SC;JjE - AilXIETY

The PIR8T TBIE I shocked someone, I felt: (CIRCLE ONE NUluBER)

12 3 4 5

Very Anxiotis No Anxiety

The ^;EC0ND TliPE I shocked someone, I felt: (CIRCLE ONE NUkBER)

12 3 4 5

Very Anxious No Anxiety

The THIRD TH-iE I shocked someone, I felt: (CIRCLE ONE NUl.IBER)

12 3 4 5

Very //nxioiis No Ajixiety
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ilPPENDIX B

FI^/E-POn^T SC;ILE - GUILT

The FIRST TIME I shocked someone, I felti (CIRCLE ONE NUIVIBER)

12 3 4 5

Very Guilty Ko Guilt

The SECOND TIME I shocked soraeone, I felt: (OIECLE ONE NUiiBER)

12 3 4 5

Very Guilty No Guilt

The Ti.'IR]j TI1',;E I shocked someone, I felt: (CIRCLE ONE NUi'.iBER)

12 3 4 5

Very Guilty No Guil-
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